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Somerset Therapeutics and
Affiliate Wintac, Limited to be
Acquired by Endo
Torreya advised Somerset on Sale
Somerset, NJ USA and Dublin, Ireland, April 26, 2018
Somerset Therapeutics, a New Jersey based specialty
pharmaceutical company that develops and markets
sterile injectable and ophthalmic drugs for the U.S.
marketplace, and its India based affiliate Wintac, which
operates as its contract developer and manufacturer,
will be acquired by Endo International. Endo will pay approximately $190 million for
both companies.
The acquisition of Somerset Therapeutics expands Endo’s portfolio of sterile injectable
products and their injectable and ophthalmic Research & Development capabilities.
Additionally, Wintac’s strong Research & Development capabilities and high-quality
manufacturing capabilities expand Endo’s manufacturing capacity.
Torreya served as financial advisor to Somerset Therapeutics on this transaction. This
transaction highlights Torreya’s expertise in the generic pharmaceutical sector and its
focus on assisting in complex cross-border transactions. The transaction represents
Torreya’s 7th completed transaction in 2018 and the 8th completed transaction involving
a party in India in the past 12 months.
ABOUT SOMERSET THERAPEUTICS, LLC:
For more information about Somerset, please see:
http://go.pardot.com/e/352371/2018-04-26/464sk/21120338
ABOUT ENDO INTERNATIONAL PLC:
For more information about Endo, please see: http://go.pardot.com/e/352371/201804-26/464sm/21120338
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